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Angry Young Men
The stagnant world of Hong Kong politics is being stirred up thanks to
some young newcomers, writes Winnie Yeung
You may not know it, but this is a big election year in Hong Kong.
The Chief Executive election happens late next month and district
council elections will be held by the end of the year. In theory, politics
should be a hot topic right now.
But it’s not too exciting when the only people who seem to care
enough to run for anything are veterans like Martin Lee Chu-ming,
Chan Yuen-hang and virtual shoe-in, Donald Tsang Yam-kuen.
Outside of journalists and politicians themselves, there seems to be
little interest in the races this year. Recent graduates, in particular, have
no reason to get involved – you can’t make good money in politics.
But that is changing. Since the handover, people have been more
concerned about Hong Kong's political situation and taking an active
role in changing it, according to veteran politician and honorary
politics professor at Chinese University, Andrew Wong Wang-fat.
There is a new breed of politicians emerging. Sure, only few have
ambitions as grand as running for Chief Executive. Most simply have
a genuine passion to help people out and make a difference.
Take Sai Kung district councillor Raymond Ho Man-kit as an
example. His inspiration to run in 1999 at the age of 23 was from
a mere drinking fountain. Ho’s Form-Three classmates needed a
water fountain next to the basketball court. He wrote a letter to the
headmaster and a drinking fountain was installed soon after. “It’s just
that simple. If someone needs help, you voice it out – and it actually
works,” he says.
Yeah, it’s just that simple. Ho could have done anything after
college - he could be making a lot more money than the humble pay of
a district councillor at $18,000 per month. But he just wants to help
others – so even after he lost the District Council Election in 1999,
he never stopped community work and eventually won his seat in Sai
Kung in 2003.
It’s the same case with Tsuen Wan district councillor Wong Ka-wa.
The 35-year-old gave up his high-paid logistics job to win a seat in
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2003 representing Lei Muk Shue Estate, where he has lived for three
decades. His duties include 5am plumbing repair for his neighbours.
Nobody said it would be glamorous, but to him, that is just a part of
his duties. “I love this estate and so many people have seen me grow
up here,” he says. “The only problem is they all know where I live.”
Both Ho and Wong are driven to help those around them, but
the fact that many young politicians choose to stay at the district
level shows a problem with our political system, says Professor Wong.
He says the system does not allow a ruling party, as the government
ministers are handpicked and the Chief Executive has to be nonpartisan, giving up their party once elected. This leaves little room for
political parties to develop. “The old ones are always there because
they can only survive by getting re-elected,” he says. “So the seats
might never be vacant for the young ones, who can’t see how they can
go far.”
Nevertheless, parties are recognizing the need for injecting new
blood into their groups. Pro-government party Democratic Alliance
for the Betterment and Progress of Hong Kong (DAB) legislator Lau
Kong-wah says that parties are unlikely to win over any new recruits
if all they do is hard-sell their ideologies. So they are trying another
approach - an internship program on the mainland for college
students, which started about six years ago. Now the party also has an
“academy” that teaches 700 young enthusiasts political theories and
handpicks the ones with potential for the coming elections.
But Ho says he does not want to join any parties because he
believes doing actual community work is already a great way to get
his name out there. “If you joined a party, you would have to follow
suit when the veterans have taken sides on major issues,” he says.
Similarly, Sha Tin district councilor Eric Yiu Ka-chun, 29, believes
frequent promotion of his achievements is the way to go. “I distribute
pamphlets about my work to the residents because you have to let
them know what you have done,” he says.

MEET THE NEW ONES (CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT):
WONG KA-WA, ERIC YIU, THOMAS YU, AND RAYMOND
HO WITH THIS MENTOR, ANDRW WONG

But running for district council is not the only option to young
would-be politicians. Thomas Yu Kwun-wai may only be 23, but he
is already an executive committee member of Civic Party and also the
assistant to legislator, and possible Chief Executive candidate, Alan
Leong Ka-kit.
But he has practical reservations about joining politics. “Being a
politician is high-risk. If you become a district councillor you get an
income, which you lose once you lose re-election,” he says.
The government is also encouraging fresh blood to enter politics
– they just finished consultation on a proposal to further develop the
political appointment system by appointing a deputy director and
an assistant to the director in each policy bureau, possibly creating
several brand-new positions that will need to be filled.
But Professor Wong believes young district councillors should not
be tempted to join the government with an eye on a grander political
career when they have just started to build up support in their
districts. “Voters might think you will be betraying them if you leave
them to join the government,” he says.
Nevertheless, Lau believes now is a good time for young people
to get involved: “There are more opportunities out there and a
common demand from the public for new and refreshing voices for
our society.” ■

Get Involved
Politicians – old and young – agree that a great way to enter
the political scene is to get involved with your neighbourhood
or volunteer for non-governmental organizations dealing with
government agendas, like Greenpeace. Political parties, thinktanks and concern groups also welcome anyone to take part.
Democratic Party: 2397-7033
Democratic Alliance for the Betterment and Progress of
Hong Kong: 2528-0136
Civic Party: 2865-7111
Liberal Party: 2869-6833
Hong Kong Association for Democracy and People’s
Livelihood: 2782-2699
The Lion Rock Institute (think-tank): 2854-4544
Civic Exchange (think-tank): 2893-0213
Savantas Policy Institute (think-tank): 2115-9999
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